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Cotgrave)&)District)

Quarterly)Gazette))

No)5)

Spring)2017)

Welcome to the latest edition of the Quarterly Gazette of Cotgrave & 
District U3A.  We cover news from the Groups, forthcoming events 
and other interesting items happening in our U3A.  If you want any 
items included in future issues please let the Editor know. 

This Gazette is produced by Cotgrave & District U3A. Views expressed are not 
necessarily those of U3A, the Committee or of the Editor.  

Any items for inclusion or comments please send them to the Editor at)
cotgraveu3a@hotmail.com)

May is AGM time 
Your U3A needs you 

Would you like to be on the Committee and make a 
difference 
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Confessions(of(an(Executive(Committee(member!

)

Have you ever wondered what your Committee members do and how that impacts upon your U3A 
activities? 

 

Well, here’s a potted version of what this Committee member believes he contributes 
and how that, in turn, enriches his life through helping Cotgrave & District U3A members 
have a programme of activities which, then, enriches theirs. 

But what exactly do I do? 

I’m responsible for Publicity and run the Publicity Sub-Committee whose objective is to ensure every 
Cotgrave & District resident is aware of our U3A activities and then can decide whether or not to join us and 
opt to participate in whichever of our Groups most appeal to them. 

This means optimising our U3A presence through posters at selected sites throughout the village and having 
leaflets available through other relevant outlets, both of which explain what we do and invite participation. 

It means organising mail shots from time to time. 

It means organising attendance at relevant Summer Fayres (such as the Summer Cotgrave Festival). 

Perhaps my proudest achievement was setting up with John Haskell (a fellow Executive Committee member 
and subsequent Webmaster) the Cotgrave & District website. 

Such cooperation amongst fellow members is a common trait . . . we work as a friendly team, helping each 
other wherever possible. 

The 10 strong Executive Committee meets monthly under Michael O’Connor’s congenial Chairmanship to 
report on and discuss all the activities we organise and run for members of Cotgrave & District U3A. 

All of us take our responsibilities seriously . . . just as seriously as if it were a paid assignment . . . which it 
certainly isn’t! . . . we do it because we love it! 

So, apart from my specific Publicity activities, what else does my membership of the Executive Committee 
entail? 

I attend, where relevant and of specific benefit to our U3A, Regional Notts meetings. 

In our excellent Secretary’s rare absence I take over penning monthly meeting minutes. 

And what of my general U3A contribution? . . . well, I run two Groups (Computers/Tablets and Wine 
Appreciation) and attend five more in order to offer my support to as many of our U3A activities as time 
will allow. 

After 35 years running a marketing agency in a highly competitive London environment I am happy to 
confirm that there is a very satisfying life after retirement . . . it’s absorbing . . . it’s working alongside like-
minded intelligent and sociable people . . . it’s called U3A. 
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Group News  

Real Ale 
Walking up a thirst 

Some members have said that there is not enough 
variety in the Groups we have in Cotgrave & District, 
but, for those of us with no specialist requirements, 
there are several to choose from (or, “from which to 
choose” – if your specialist subject is “Proper English 
as she is no longer spoken”!). 
This can cause problems with clashes – for instance, 
the Computor Learners’ Group and the Travel 
Discussion Group, are on the same day of the month. 
This doesn’t cause a problem, as one is at 10 a.m., and 
the other at 2 p.m., which gives members two hours 
from anorak and jeans to shorts and sunspecs, but still 
makes for a busy day. 
However, a similar clash occurs with the Short Walks 
Group and the Real Ale Group (R.A.G.!), which both 
meet on the 1st Friday in the month. Since the former 
meets at 10.30 a.m., and the other at 12.30, problem! 
Malcolm has overcome this on two splendid occasions, 
when we’ve done City Urban Walks ending in a near 
location to the chosen pub of the day, but it can’t often 
happen. 
One such occasion was November’s meetings….. 
The Walking Group met on Friar Lane, caught a tram 
(a first time for me) and started at the Forest Recreation 
Ground, on to the Arboretum, and up through the NTU 
campus on Waverley Street. 
The walk was super. The Forest has a rich history, as 
does the Arboretum, and both were in “super Autumn 
mode”.  Trudging through, and kicking up, leaves was 
a favourite, though nobody climbed one (Softies!), and 
seeing the plaques where the 13 windmills had been, 
and)the cannons from Sebastopol, and the specimen 
trees in the Arboretum shows you what a lot 
Nottingham has to offer if you take to)Shanks’s Pony 
instead of the motor car. 
All three of Malcolm’s urban walks which I have 
joined, have been fascinating and enlightening. 
Anyway, I digress….. 
At Waverley Street, Peter Foster and I suddenly 
realized that it was 12.30, and)that the other members)
of R.A.G. would be ahead of us, so we legged it past 
the Theatre Royal, down into the Market Place (Slab 
Square), and into The Bell on Angel Road, where the 
others were slugging down their first half (apart from 
Wine Drinker David, of course!). 
The Bell is believed to be the oldest pub in Nottingham 
(Forget The Trip!) and is a very interesting old ale 
house. The beers)are good. We sampled 6 halves of 
different beers (scoring them for taste, with dependable 
Abbot Ale scoring the highest) and had a sound pub 
lunch. 

Card and Board Games 
(
This) relatively) new) Group) has) continued) to)

hold) fun) and) enjoyable) evening) meetings) on)

the) second) Thursday) of) each) month) since) its)

first)session)last)September.)))

)

Because) of) limited) seating) space,) the) group) is)

now) full.) ) However,) any) members) wishing) to)

join)us)on)a)reserve)list)will)be)welcomed)on)a)

strictly) ad) hoc) basis) –) in) other) words,) if) it) is)

apparent) that) any) particular) evening) is) not)

going)to)be)well)attended,)then)the)leader)may)

call) those) on) the) reserve) list) to) see) if) they)

would)like)to)attend)that)session.)

)

Our) Christmas) meeting) was) rather) different)

from) the) regular) format.) ) We) played) both)

individual) knockNout) and) team) games) –) some)

of)which)we)all)might)have)played)as)children,)

such)as)Pin)the)Star)on)the)Christmas)Tree)and)

Bagatelle!) ) Blind)Pictionary) caused) quite) a) bit)

of)hilarity)too.)))

The) picture) shows) 6) of)

our) gallant) gamers)

concentrating) hard) –)

thankfully) not) every)

game) was) so) intense!))

The) mince) pies) were) a)

particularly)welcome)addition)to)the)Christmas)

evening.)

)

At) the) January)session)a)new)board)game)was)

introduced)which)may)well)become)a)favourite)

–)it)is)called)The)London)Game.))Players)have)to)

find) their) way) around) the) London)

Underground) and) it) can) become) very)

frustrating) when) an) almost) complete) journey)

gets)thwarted)by)another)player.))Grr!)

)

So....we) look) forward) to) more) evenings) of)

learning) and) playing) new) games,) as) well) as)

continuing) with) established) games) that) have)

stood) the) test) of) time.) ) Thank) you) to) all)

members)of)our)little)Group)for)their)continued)

support.)

)

)
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Group News   

Singing for Pleasure)
We are still on a high following the U3A Christmas Party – wow!  Not only did the 
singing group do amazingly well but also the audience contributed so much and made 
the whole evening so very enjoyable.   Speaking personally, as leader of the Group, it 
gave me an enormous amount of pleasure to look out across both the choir and the 
audience to see so many bright smiling faces and to hear such enthusiastic singing.  
Thank you everyone. 
We started 2017 with more new songs.  These include Paper Roses, On the Street 

where you Live, The Ink is Black and (you should hear us!) Green Door!  Frankie Vaughan eat your heart out!  
Even more recently we have begun to tackle Michelle, A Little Peace (1982 Eurovision winner) and Da doo ron 
ron – I think this last one will be a favourite in the weeks and months to come.  Even more songs are already typed 
up and will be distributed around the Group members in the next few weeks. 

We have also been doing just a little work on improving our breathing techniques as well as trying to identify and 
sing each separate note that makes up any given chord or triad.  It’s proved to be quite a challenge. 

In early March, seven of us are going to a ‘Singing Day’ which is being held at Southwell Minster and which will 
be led by John Rutter.  We are looking forward to this very much and perhaps we will come back with some ideas 
that will help our Group to take on bigger and better challenges. 

A mini survey has also been held to ensure that members are still happy with meeting weekly on each Wednesday 
evening.  The majority are happy with the current arrangement so we will keep this as our regular session going 
forward. 

Space limits the number of people who can join our Group and we are just about at maximum capacity.  However, 
only very, very rarely does every single member manage to make the session.  I have decided, therefore, to open 
up the Group so that perhaps just one or two new members can join us if they wish to.  Please sign up at a monthly 
Open Meeting or get in touch with me if you wish to find out more. 

Thank you to every one of the lovely singers and here’s to more fun evenings ahead of us.   

The New Science Group 
The new Science Group has some sixteen names on the list of those interested and no less than thirteen of 
them attended our first meeting in February. We had fun measuring the diameter and circumference of a 
balloon, repeating it after warming it up with a hair-dryer and then discussing what was going on in terms 
of Boyle’s Law, the absolute temperature scale and the kinetic theory of gasses. Then, to show how 
versatile we are, we gave brief consideration to the workings of a quartz watch.  Next time, it will be the 
turn of ‘light’ to be subjected to our collective scrutiny, together with yet another ‘experiment’. Making 
waves is what U3A is all about (see the latest copy of ‘Third Age Matters’). Do come and join us – there 
is no need to know any science, merely to wish for some gentle mental stimulus! 

)
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Group News 

Theatre 
Comfort and Joy by Mike Harding at The Lace Market in December was 
an ironic title.  From the first moment, where the stage was occupied by a man 
dressed in a Santa costume whose doorbell was rung five times by unwanted 
carol singers, the audience knew that it was going to be one of those 
Christmases.  As the action progressed a number of misunderstandings 
happened, the lights all went out, inappropriate presents were given and received, 
and visitors from Australia delivered the final bombshell.  It had more bad 

language than we were prepared for, and some people found it dated and overlong.  Nevertheless, it was a good 
laugh for the Christmas season.    

 
On Saturday 28 January a group from the Theatre Group visited the Lace 
Market Theatre to see Peter Quilter’s production of Glorious, which was 
directed by Roger Newman.  
It was a play based on the real life story of the wealthy, self promoting 
performer and New York socialist Florence Foster Jenkins and it was set in 
1944.  
It was an extremely funny production with lots of innuendos and extremely 
hilarious moments.  
Alice Hope played Florence and I thought she gave an outstanding 

performance especially as this was an amateur production. Not only did she manage to sing badly including the 
shrieks and rhythmic mistakes on purpose which must have been very difficult for someone who can actually 
sing but she also captured the essence of the character both in her facial expressions and mannerisms.  
I especially liked the character Cosme McMoon played by Chris Simms. He was employed to be Florence's  
pianist. His dead pan reactions, sharp comic timing and facial expressions were superb. The other characters… 
Daisy, Florence's friend, played by Carol Parkinson and St Clair Byfield, Florence's husband, added superb 
comic interludes and one liners. One particular funny moment involved the funeral of Daisy's dog.  Other 
characters included the Mexican maid who did not speak English and who was regularly sacked but does not 
understand what she is being told and the society matron Mrs. Derringer Grudge who tries to stop Florence 
performing at Carnegie Hall which was the pinnacle of Florence's life.  
I would say that this play was 'Glorious' in all aspects. Slightly different from the film but both worth watching. 
 
On Monday 13th February the group went to Little Theatre Leicester for An Evening with Gervase 
Phinn.  
Gervase Phinn was born in Rotherham, the son of a steel worker. He was a teacher for 14 years before 

becoming an adviser and schools' inspector. He has published many articles 
and books, many of which tell of his time working with schools in the Yorkshire 
Dales, eg, The Other Side of the Dale. 
Speaking without notes for almost two hours, he captivated the audience with 
the raconteur's gift of bringing everyday happenings, both funny and poignant, 
to life. 

Comedy Corner 

What did the teddy bear say when he was offered 
dessert. 

No thanks, I’m stuffed 
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Group News  -  

Writing for Pleasure((
Worth(Every(Penny(Part(2,(continued(from(last(edition..(
Password.  Password.  Whatever was it?  The lights still had not come on.  In the gloom Derek perceived 
the outline of a torch hanging up.  He grabbed and shone it.  The piercing beep of the alarms was almost 
deafening.  
“Got a note of it anywhere?” Derek asked Heather.  “Is this it?”  Inside the cupboard was one word.  As 
he shone his torch on it, suddenly she remembered. “Shakespeare!” she shouted into the 
phone.  “Shakespeare, Shakespeare.  Sorry.  How do you turn this thing off?” 
“Yellow switch at the top.  Have a nice day love.”  And the policeman’s voice was gone.  Derek shone 
the torch, found the yellow switch, and pulled with manly confidence.  A blessed stillness reigned.  With 
a certain amount of pride he flicked the green switch, which said “lights”. 
“Oh, thank you, “gasped Heather.  “That could have been nasty.  Wherever is Roger? He should be 
here.  Can I help you?  Tickets?  That should be easy enough, after all this.  Come upstairs. Box office 
should be here in a minute”. 
They followed her up, and she went into the kitchen to make a free coffee for them all after their 
ordeal.  The theatre on Saturday morning was normally a hive of activity, but for some reason best 
known to Roger, whoever he might be, not today. As they sat sipping their drinks, someone called Peter 
arrived, a large man shaking a supersized umbrella from which drops flew everywhere.  He had come to 
man the Box Office.  He settled down in his seat and started to pull open a drawer.  
“Hey, “ he called out.  “Anyone know how to get into this drawer?”  Heather bustled over.  They tried 
the little key.  They tried the big key.  They rattled the drawer.  They sighed, snapped at each other, 
blamed Roger.  If the drawer wouldn’t open, and they couldn’t find the cash tin, then they couldn’t sell 
tickets.  And with a show next week, too. Suddenly, with both pulling at once, the drawer shot out. Both 
staggered backwards.  The drawer came out entirely and fell on the floor with a loud bang.  Derek and 
Edna heard, “Ow!” as it made contact with someone’s foot.  The tin landed with a crash and coins 
scattered about.  Derek was enjoying himself.  He lent back in his chair with a sardonic smile. “Good as 
a play, this, “ he said in a low voice to Edna.  And he was so mellow by the end of it all that they bought 
tickets for the next two shows, and, when the sandwich man arrived, a couple of sandwiches.  By this 
time the woman who staffed the bar had arrived. Edna ordered another coffee. Derek treated himself to a 
beer. 
“Yes, “thought Edna, smiling to herself. “Much more fun than if we had stayed at home”. 
They wandered happily from the theatre a little later, to find that the rain had stopped and, unexpectedly, 
the sun had come out.  There was a lot happening in town.  Children with painted faces were passing 
them.  They could hear music.  They followed the sound, to find a market on a square a little off the 
beaten track.  It was a kind of small festival, celebrating that part of the town.  There were craft stalls, 
food stalls, and a band.  Worth a wander.  Derek took Edna’s hand.   She gave his a gentle squeeze. 
In the corner of the square was an old building.  They couldn’t remember what it had been, but it was 
being restored to its former glory as a pub.  Flags were hanging up outside, and the wooden doors stood 
invitingly open.  A man was standing outside, with vouchers.  “Can I tempt to you a free half pint, lady 
and gentleman?” he asked as they drew near.  “A new micro brewery.  We’d like to see what you think. 
And the pub’s newly done out, too. “ 
)

)

Continued(on(next(page(
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Group News  -  

Writing for Pleasure((
 Worth(Every(Penny(((continued)(
“Can’t be bad, “ answered Derek.  “All right, mate, give us a couple of those.”  And they went inside.  The 
interior was splendid.  There was a mahogany bar with a brass railing; old-fashioned round tables and 
cheerful wooden chairs with arms to them, a high ceiling with skylights so that the sunshine came 
through.  All very pleasant indeed, with a buzz of people, like themselves, all curious.  Derek received his 
free half.  Edna thought she had better not, so he bought her an orange and lemonade, then drank the 
second half himself as they sunned themselves under the skylight watching  the crowd.  The beer was 
most acceptable, and Derek complimented the man with the vouchers and ordered himself another pint, so 
as to show his appreciation.  There would be food served when the pub was fully open.  Edna wondered if 
they would ever come again, since they it might come under Derek’s heading of foolishness.  They were 
on a budget, after all. 
The afternoon wore on, and eventually it was time to saunter back to the car.  They wove their way though 
the streets, still hand in hand.  Derek, realising he had had a bit to drink, allowed Edna to take the 
wheel.  She was heading for home, relaxed and happy, when the final surprise of the day took place.  As 
they entered their village of Cotstone, Derek, suddenly said, “Turn in here, love”. 
The local pub. Surely he had had enough to drink by now.  She turned obediently, but said, “You’ve had 
quite a bit Derek.  Enough’s enough don’t you think, today?” 
“I’m not after the beer, lass, “he answered. “I just thought you might not fancy cooking tonight, so I’d 
treat us to a meal.  What do you say?” 
What would she say? That Christmas must have come early?  “What a lovely idea,” is what she actually 
said, and she took his hand as they got out of the car.  In the pub, they ordered steaks.  “Good day, wasn’t 
it, lass?” he asked, as they waited for the food to arrive.  “Can’t be penny-pinching all the 
time.  Retirement has to be about enjoying ourselves too.  What do you say to that?” 
Heartily she agreed with him, reflecting quietly to herself that so-called the waste of five pounds from her 
piggy bank had been worth every penny.  She would make sure to replace it. 
)

This group has been in existence now for four months. Not 
everyone brings knitting to do as some have also brought 
embroidery and crocheting. Not everybody is a confident knitter 
but there is enough experience amongst the group to offer help and 

guidance. Some of the garments that have been created include jumpers, 
children's cardigans, hats, blankets and cushion covers. It is a very relaxing 
atmosphere with plenty of natter and much laughter too.)

Knit & Natter(
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Group News  -  

Wine Appreciation . . . come along and be 
surprised! 
 
Wine Appreciation is now settling in to a 
quarterly slot on the 4th Thursday evening of the 
third month in the Garden Bar of The Manvers. 
 
The next slot is scheduled for Thursday 27 April 
at 07.30 pm with the format as before: 5 "blind" 
wine tastings plus a selection of delicious cheeses 
and biscuits . . . all accompanied by our simple 
team based Wine Quiz hosted as Quizmaster by 
our very own entertaining and energetic Gazette 
Webmaster, John Haskell. 
 
A fun evening is guaranteed for all with some 
wine surprises in prospect . . . for example in our 

January tasting we sampled a 
surprisingly good Romanian Pinot 
Noir, a classic New Zealand 
Sauvignon Blanc and a Pinot 
Grigio, the subtlety of which took 
us all by surprise. 

 
All the wines sampled were under 
our target price of £10 per bottle, 
meaning that if a particular wine 
took your fancy you could dash out 
and purchase it the following day 
without doing any undue damage 
to your bank account! 
 
For just £12 a head for U3A members (£15 for 
guests, who are very welcome) come along and 
be surprised by a fun evening on 27 April. 

Wine Appreciation Book Club 
We have covered 3 books since December  

The first one is The secret 
Keeper by Kate Morton. A 
spell-binding story of 
mysteries, secrets, murder and 
enduring love moving between 
the 1930's, 1960’s and 2011. It 

starts in the idyllic English countryside 
with a mother murdering a man witnessed 
by her sixteen year old daughter. This is 
the start of a complicated story involving 
many whose lives are fiercely and 
fatefully entwined. A gutsy book with lots 
of discussion within the Group. 
The 2nd book is Trespass by 
Rose Tremain. This is set in 
London and the hills are gorges 
of the Cevennes in southern 
France. This is a novel about 
sibling rivalry in two unrelated 
families. This is a dark gothic style tale 
about love, sexual depravity and resulting 
in devastating revenge!! Not for the faint 
hearted and another gritty book with lots 
of active feedback. 

The final book is by Sue 
Johnston, Things I wouldn't 
tell my mother. This is a 
memoir!about her 
relationship with her mother 
and the result is a warm, 
poignant and often funny 

story. She recounts her working-class 
childhood in Liverpool, her teenage years 
in the 60's with the Beatles and acting 
success over the last three decades. This 
will be the topic for the 20th March 
meeting at 2.15p.m. at the Cotgrave 
library. 
As you can see from the above, the Group 
reads a variety of literature and is a lively,!
interesting  and friendly Group with many 
different responses and feedbacks.)
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Luncheon Club 
Everyone was glad when the Christmas Luncheon Club was planned for the Nottinghamshire 
Golf Club, just up the road from Cotgrave.  "Always a joy, especially when the sun in 
shining", said one member.  It shone that day, and the view from the restaurant is always a 
delight.  We were greeted with crackers and paper hats, for the occasion.  Main courses were 
£6 each, and almost unanimously voted excellent value for money.  Most of us were pleased 
with our choices, apart from a few criticisms ("pie ok", "roast potatoes overcooked").  At 
least 8 out of 10 for this venue, we would say. 

 
The January meeting was at the Manvers Arms, where Phil and his team 
have been very hospitable to the U3A since its inception.  Their dining 
room has recently been revamped. The prices are higher than the Golf Club, 
but most people appear to have enjoyed their meals.  "Piping hot and tasty", 
"large portion of lasagne, excellent value", "very appetising risotto", were 
some of the comments.  Some were not so good ("medium rare steak 
completely overcooked", "faggot gravy too salty" "pity about the pie crust", 
but these comments were in the minority and most people would be happy 
to eat there again. 

 
 

The February outing was to the Lime Kiln which is run by one couple, Ashley and 
Helena Mould.  We were asking a lot of them in bringing a group of 23 to lunch with 
them.  They have a small "snug" which took 18, and the remaining few ate at a table 
in the bar. They were very welcoming - there were fresh daffodils on the tables, 
which gave a cheerful impression. 
 

It was hard for a small staff to cope with the service.  A couple of people did not get their 
meals until long after the others, and we think that orders may have got mixed, not helped 
by our party being separated.  They also forgot to bring the dessert menus round, which led 
to disappointment for a few people!   
 
Despite this, comments at the end were all positive.  The most popular choices were fish 
(grilled or battered) and steak and kidney pie, both known locally as being 
excellent.  Everyone said that their meals were very good, and plentiful - there were no complaints at 
all.   The Moulds take pride in their pub, and it seems churlish to mention the criticisms when the food itself 
was so good.  We would certainly go there again.  
 

Group News  -  
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Film Group 
The Broadway Cinema’s Silver Screen features have showed a variety of subjects during the last 
quarter. 

There have been 3 films with differing musical themes, ‘The Music of Strangers’ following the life of 
revered cellist Yo-Yo-Ma as he brought together a variety of singers, 
composers and instrumentalists for his Silk Road Ensemble, the 1939 
film ‘The Proud Valley’, the story of a young man from a Welsh 

mining valley with a beautifully singing voice 
staring Paul Robeson and the BAFTA winning 
and OSCAR nominated ‘LA  LA Land’. Mixed marriage has figured in two 
true life films: ‘A United Kingdom’ where the marriage of a former African 

royal to an Englishwomen caused controversy when he returned home to Botswana but later he 
became the first president of his country and ‘Loving’ where a couple were arrested for their mixed-
race marriage deemed illegal in their home state of Virginia and their 10 year fight to overturn the 
law. Further true life films included ‘Lion’ where a young 5 year old Indian boy separated from his 
family and adopted by an Australian couple 25 years later located his original home by the use of 
Google Earth, Dev Patel winning a BAFTA for his portrayal of that young man; ‘Denial’ telling the 
story of how historian David Irving sued writer Deborough E Lipstadt when she accused him of 
being a Holocaust denier and ‘Sully’ where Captain Sullenberger landed his plane safely on the 
Hudson River after striking a flock of birds on take-off. Other films included ‘A Monster Calls’ and 
‘Life, Animated’, two films with animated inserts, ‘Jackie’; the story of the wife of JFK and the 
events leading up to, and following, his assassination and ‘Britain On 
Films – Railways’ a new collection of rare archive film charting the 
history of UK railways. 

 

The three Long Clawson film nights continued to be a success with the Christmas film being ‘THE 
BFG’, the Roald Dahl adventure story of a 24 foot giant and 10 year-old 
Sophie. The second film was   ‘Me Before You’ a tale of how a young 
woman was employed to look after a quadriplegic and how his outlook on 
life had an effect on her life and the third was  ‘The Girl On The Train’ 
based on the bestselling novel by Paula Hawkins. 

)

Group News  -  
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Group News  -  

Walking Group 
The ‘Short Walk’ Group has continued to expand with a total of 22 members taking part in at least one of 
the three walks organised during this quarter and experienced cool and dry weather on each occasion. 

One walk covered the areas of Robin Hood Chase, Corporation Oaks and Elm Avenue, 
land given by the Mayor, Aldermen and Burgesses of Nottingham to the inhabitants of 
Nottingham for recreation purposes as laid down in the 1845 Inclosure Act.   

A second walk took us through the General Cemetery from its Waverley Street entrance 
to the main entrance at Canning Circus and then through Waterloo Promenade to the 
Forest Recreation Ground and The Arboretum, also areas given to Nottingham 
inhabitants in 1845 Act.   

The third walk included a visit into an underground car park (party shown on Walk 
1 at entrance) and having passed through to the rear wall a 
short flight of steps took them into a tunnel (Walk2) The 
tunnel was ordered by the Duke of Newcastle to enable horse 
and carriages to pass from the centre of Nottingham to their 
homes in The Park area. The walk continued to the Lace Market to see how 2 roads 
‘Hollowstone’ and ‘Hollow Stone’ got their names and where a number of 

entrances to the caves are visible 

 

)

Time for a laugh 
The)Government)is)so)determined)to)get)us)fitter,)it)is)offering)tax)relief)for)those)who)exercise)

regularly)and)can)prove)they)have)lost)weight.)

The)scheme)will)be)administered)by)HM)Customs)and)Exercise.)
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Quiz))

1) Who)wrote)the)poem)‘Suicide)in)the)Trenches’?)

2) What)is)the)longest)bone)in)the)human)body?)

3) Who)was)Frank)Sinatra’s)last)wife?)

4) Who)said)‘All)I)know)is)that)I)am)not)a)Marxist’)

5) What)does)OPEC)stand)for?)

6) Who)bought)the)Lennon)&)McCartney)songbook)in)1985?)

7) What)is)a)peccary?)

8) Richard)Hannay)is)the)hero)in)a)series)of)novels)by)whom?)

9) Which)is)England’s)third)oldest)university?)

10) Which)is)England’s)most)easterly)city?)

Answers!on!page!14!

ARE YOU A NEW MEMBER? 

(IF SO THIS MESSAGE IS FOR YOU) 

Our) U3A) has) a) thriving) Group) known) as) “Coffee) and) Chat”.) It) has) over) eighteen)

members)and)meets)every)month)on)the)fourth)Wednesday)morning)at)10.30am)for)

about) an) hour) and) a) quarter.) It) is) a) time) to) meet) up) with) friends) and)meet) new)

members)over)a)cup)of)coffee.)

The) venue) for) this) group) rotates) from) the)Manvers) Arms) to) various) other) places,)

usually)a)garden)centre)with)a)good)cafe.)If)you)are)a)new)member)or)are)thinking)of)

joining) our) Cotgrave) U3A)why) don’t) you) give) it) a) try) to)meet) other)members) and)

learn)more)about)our)Groups?)

)You)can)come)along)just)once)or)as)many)times)as)you)like.))Let’s)hope)you)might)join)

every)month.)Each)month’s)venue)is) to)be) found)in)the)current)month’s)newsletter.)

Looking)forward)to)meeting)you!)

Barbara)Bullin)Group)CoNordinator)–)barbarabullin123@outlook.)com)or)phone)989)

4488)
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Group News  -  

    Computer Club:   
     Power to the People! 
 
We now have a new format following the departure of 
our IT guru, Michael Bridges. 
 
We discuss simple computing problems experienced by 
our members and explore ways in which other members 
may conceivably have also encountered and possibly 
solved them .. . . in essence, very much 
a workshop session. 
 
This general session is preceded by a 
simple presentation of a topic  known to 
one of our members . .. . for example at 
the last session a demonstration of the 
mysteries (to some of us!) of Excel. 
 
Our next session is scheduled for Friday 24 March 
when we will be exploring the wonderful world of 
computer/mobile phone photography and how to sort 
and archive your photos as well as discussing other 
topics  our members may care to bring up . . .  
 
Topics such as Downloading Apps (and which Apps to 
look out for) . . . how to use your Smartphone camera . . 
. how to use SKYPE . . . how to activate  
(or de-activate!) Voice on Windows 10. 
 
So come along . . . don't be a computing wallflower . . 
.join in the fun computing can bring to all our lives! 

Travel  Discussion  
February’s)Travel)Discussion)Group’s)

topic)was)“South)&)Central)America”.)

Our)meetings)are)usually)led)by)a)

member)who)has)been)to)the)“topic)

country”.)

Unfortunately,)this)time)only)one)person)

had)been)to)that)region)–)a)few)hours)

spent)driving)from)San)Diego)to)see)

Mexico’s)Tijuana)(as)of)Herb)Alpert’s)

Tijuana)Brass)fame).)It)was)a)dump!))

However,)that)was)in)1988!)

The)other)place)visited)(6)times)

between)1986)and)1992))was)Colombia,)

about)which)he)waxed)lyrical)–)a)

magical)country)with)lovely)people.)

Apart)from)Bogota)(the)capital),)there)

were)visits)over)a)6)year)span)to)Leticia)

on)the)Amazon,)and)Cartagena)and)

Santa)Marta)on)the)Caribbean)coast.)

The)actor)Tom)Hollander)wrote)an)

article)describing)Colombia)as)his)

favourite)country.))The)country)is)even)

more)settled)and)prosperous)than)then,)

and)highly)recommended.)

Now,)our)Group)is)a)“Discussion”)Group.)

We)talk)about)places)we)have)visited)

and)give)each)other)ideas)and)

information.)

However,)apparently,)some)non)Group)

members)have)asked)if)we)do/can)

arrange)trips)away,)so)we)might)just)

look)into)this)in)the)next)month)or)two.))

Watch)this)space!))

)

Bridge 
The regular Monday morning meeting are thriving with 
normally 15 to 20 people playing.  The standard of 
play is gradually improving but we are a friendly Group 
and always welcome new members whether they are 
beginners or experts.  So if you are interested in Bridge 
please come along. 
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Bird Watching Group) ))

The)planned)pre)Christmas)2016)visits)to)Holwell)Nature)reserve)were)successful)in)that)we)saw)

the)Nuthatch,)Marsh)tit)and)other)more)common)species)at)close)hand.)There)were)also)many)

Redwing)and)Fieldfare)in)the)surrounding)fields)and)hedgerows.)The)visits)were)kept)short)due)

to)the)very)cold)weather,)but)our)target)species)were)very)obliging.)

In)January)2017)we)went)to)Langford)Lowfields,)one)of)the)Trent)Valley)gravel)workings)adjacent)

to)the)Newark)/Gainsborough)road.)We)were)hoping)to)see)the)Bearded)tit)which)have)bred)there)

for)the)first)time)in)2016)and)are)overwintering)in)the)reed)beds)but)

unfortunately)we)were)disappointed.)However)we)counted)some)30)

species)on)site)including)a)pair)of)Red)Crested)Pochard,)Goldeneye)

and)a)very)handsome)Grey)Wagtail.)

This)outing)was)followed)in)February)by)a)visit)

to)Attenborough)Nature)Reserve.)We)made)a)

detour)via)the)Clifton)Estate)in)an)attempt)to)locate)the)small)flock)of)

migrant)Waxwings)which)I)had)seen)the)previous)day,)but)frustratingly)they)

had)moved)on.)The)most)notable)sightings)at)Attenborough)were)of)

numerous)winter)plumage)Goosanders)plus)a)Kingfisher)which)was)

unfortunately)not)seen)by)the)entire)Group.)A)respectable)40)species)were)noted)during)the)visit.)

The)Group’s)next)outing)will)be)to)visit)‘The)Idle)Valley)Reserve’)in)North)Notts)on)our)regular)slot)

of)the)3rd)Wednesday)of)the)Month)()in)this)case)March)15th).)Meet)at)the)bottom)of)Mill)Lane)at)

9.15.)Car)sharing)to)be)arranged.))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))New)members)welcome.) )

)

Group News  -  

Goosander)

Red!Crested!Pochard)

Answers to quiz on page 12 

1 - Siegfried Sassoon,    2 - Femur (thigh bone),    3 - Barbara Marx (Formerly married to ‘Marx 
brother’ Zeppo),    4 - Karl Marx,    5 - Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries,  
6 - Michael Jackson,     7 - Pig like mammal,    8 - John Buchan,    9 - Durham    10 - Norwich. 
)
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Speakers Corner (1) 

)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))History(of(Magna(Carta(

Our 2017 meetings began with éclat in the shape of an enthusiastic account of the history of Magna Carta by Vince 
Hughes, which maintained an admirable balance between the serious and the light-hearted. As the speaker pointed 
out, the subject of Magna Carta has been bedevilled by numerous Myths and Legends. Kipling took it seriously in 
describing it as the greatest document ever to be written, while, in fact, it was no more than a sort of Peace Treaty 
between King John and his warring factions of disgruntled barons. Many people believe it to be the document which 
enshrines our civil liberties but the truth is that, in its original form, it actually concerned none of us – only the few 
hundred aristocrats at the top of the pecking order. As far as the average villain, working in his Lordship’s field, was 
concerned, it might as well not have happened. And, as far as its being a grand document, it extended to no more than 
a single sheet of A3, there were neither punctuation, nor paragraphs nor signatures – the proof of validity of any 
mediaeval document was, of course, provided by a seal, not a signature. Just how many (hand-written) copies of the 
Charta originally existed is unknown but we are assured that only four remain, one of which happens to be in Lincoln, 
one in Shrewsbury and two in the British Library. It was also extremely short-lived – did we realise that John had it 
annulled by the Pope after a mere matter of nine weeks? (Most of us didn’t.) The fact that it needed to be re-instated 
on several occasions over the following years came as yet another surprise to your diligent scribe. 

Who were these barons? Our speaker put them firmly into context. They were a crusty upper crust descended from 
the mercenary band of warriors who came with William the Conqueror in 1066, all their Anglo-Saxon predecessors 
having been ‘axed’ at William’s behest. Half of them may have been Bishops but that didn’t stop them from having 
mercenary interests. To understand such things, we were told, it is necessary to forget our twenty-first century 
prejudices and learn to see things from a thirteenth century viewpoint. The King literally ‘owned’ England and could 
therefore reward his favourites with gifts of land and (somewhat less acceptably?) take it away from those who had 
displeased him. Needless to say, such comings and goings demanded a political acumen with which King John was not 
overly-well accoutred. Not only did he fail to achieve a politically acceptable balance but he also contrived to lose most 
of England’s French possessions and this, in turn, made it more difficult for him to satisfy the pecuniary demands of 
his insatiable followers. (By way of an aside, it struck me that the pecuniary demands of the typical human being 
appear to have changed little over the centuries but that may well be seen as an unworthy thought!) He also fell out 
with the Church, in the person of Bishop Steven Langton and, at one point, actually gave England to the Pope. Today, 
we may think that Brexit is something special but we just don’t know the half of it!  

Yet another aspect of this tumultuous reign concerns the fact the John should never have been King at all. He was the 
fifth son of King Henry II and Eleanor of Aquitaine and Henry should have been succeeded by his grandson, Arthur 
but John put paid to this by having Arthur murdered, thus depriving us of a second King Arthur. In 1215, towards the 
end of his reign, the Barons finally rebelled, tried to pin John down with the Magna Carta and, when John had it 
annulled, tried to replace him with a Frenchman, Louis (who eventually became Louis VIII of France). The country 
descended into chaos, in much the same manner as this despairing account is doing. Louis invaded, John Died (in 
Newark), there was a Battle of Lincoln Fair and a sea Battle of Sandwich (which again left us admitting ignorance). 
Finally Louis returned to France and, to everyone’s relief, John was succeeded by the Plantagenet, Henry III. By way 
of summary, one can do worse than refer to the words of Seller and Yeatman: John was, indeed, a ’Bad King’. 

John, himself, may well have been dead but Magna Carta was far from it. It came to life on numerous later occasions 
and our speaker emphasised two examples: it was used in attempts by Parliament to limit the Kingly excesses of 
Charles I and again by the American rebels to limit the excesses of  George III but those obviously fall into the 
category of ‘other stories’. I am happy to leave it at that. 

 

 

)
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Speakers Corner (2) 

                                                 My Life on the Bench 

))))Peter Shreyhane and his wife had come all the way from Sunderland to help with the quality of U3A life in Cotgrave 
and this talk, the December address to our General Meeting, was uplifting, amusing and depressing in equal measure. 
Peter had sat for twenty-five years as a Magistrate in his native North Eastern habitat and observed at close quarter the 
slings and arrows of outrageous law breaking therein. He was correspondingly well equipped to provide us with a 
fascinating melange of serious, thought-provoking comment on the English Legal System together with humorous 
anecdotes which well-illustrated the lighter side of its complex functioning. We learned, for instance, that women were 
obliged to wear hats in Court until 1792, that the first female Judge was not appointed until 1919, in the person of May 
Summers, Mayor of Stalybridge and that the most commonly shop-lifted items are disposable razors (one can’t help 
wondering - does this imply that offenders fancy their chances of a lenient sentence if they can be seen to be clean-
shaven?). And one must also wonder when these vital pieces of information are likely to figure in our Quiz Night? By 
all means hold onto your hats but do watch out! 

Peter laid emphasis on the central premise of our Law that it exists “For the People and By the People”, a principle 
which depends on the virtues of ‘Local Knowledge’. In other words, Magistrates who live close to the scene of the 
crime are in a much better position to assess the intricacies of their cases than some imported member of the far-flung 
judiciary. In similar vein he deprecated the modern tendency for centralisation in the interest of ‘efficiency’. Cheaper 
it may be but hardly conducive to providing a sympathetic hearing for the many nervous ‘first-time offenders’ who are 
obliged to present themselves at a remote Court by 9 am on some rigidly specified date. While relatively few offenders 
enjoy the luxury of car-ownership, does anyone take the trouble to explore local bus and train times, he wondered? 
Another ramification of this central principle is the need for appropriate balance between age, colour, sex, ethnicity, 
religious conviction, etc in those selected to act as Magistrates. Though Magistrates are obliged to retire at 75, far too 
many are over the age of sixty and far too many younger would-be officials are prevented from taking up such posts 
by employers who threaten promotional penalties against those requiring time off – it may be illegal but it still 
happens! 

Turning to the details of Court procedure, we were not surprised to learn that male Magistrates are expected to wear 
ties but we were somewhat taken aback by the outcome of one particular case when the defendant turned up in shorts 
and tee-shirt. He was sent out to acquire ‘proper dress’ and returned clad, quite literally, in a dress! (‘Contempt of 
Court’ is, of course, a chargeable offence.) I, myself, was unaware that Magistrates sat as a group of three – it has to 
be an odd number to assure they always obtain a clear verdict – and that only the Chair-person is allowed to speak, 
also that ‘legal advice’ is now given in open Court, rather than in secret. Perhaps unsurprisingly, there are tomes of 
instructions to Magistrates to aid them in their correct interpretation of the Law and to limit the range of sentences 
they may apply. Indeed, being a Magistrate can certainly be, to say the least, ‘challenging’ – “just imagine” said Peter 
“the heart-wrenching decision that has sometimes to be made in removing a young child from its desperately weeping 
mother”. There were many relevant statistics in the talk which served to confirm the challenges involved but one 
which particularly stood out: short sentences demonstrably fail in reducing re-offending, our prisons being in a 
singularly overcrowded and chaotic state, but the alternatives associated with Community Orders are, themselves, 
severely underfunded to the point of ineffectiveness, altogether a gloomy picture. Wherever one looks these days, 
there seems to be a lack of adequate funding – but I must refrain from getting ‘political’ in a U3A document! Let me 
simply conclude by congratulating Peter on presenting such a stimulating and thought-provoking account of his 
Magisterial experiences and June, once again, for arranging it. 
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Speakers Corner (3) 

))))))))))))))))))))The 1950s – Did We Really Have it So Good?)

 

John Whitfield, a local historian, spoke to our February meeting about the 1950s and whether they really were the 
best of times, as Prime Minister Harold Macmillan would have us believe. He began by taking us back to 1945 and 
the end of the Second World War when, to Winston Churchill’s dismay, the country elected a Labour 
Government under the leadership of Clement Atlee. It was to prove a major turning point in political history, 
ushering in the reality of Nationalisation and the National Health Service to which we so fiercely adhere even today. 
But, following the rigours of war, the country was almost bankrupt, only surviving on loans from the USA, and life 
remained tough for most of us – rationing, for example, lingered on until 1954 when Churchill’s Conservatives 
were returned to government. Churchill himself was a sick man and, having been born in Victorian England, was 
aging fast. His majority was small, his Government weak and his attempt to persuade the Americans and Russians 
to desist from nuclear weapon build-up a total failure, nevertheless, on the domestic front, things did, indeed, take a 
turn for the better. Much happened to raise spirits. The Festival of Britain, held on the ‘South Bank’, was followed 
by the coronation of a young and much-loved new Queen, the ceremony being avidly watched in black-and-white 
on the tiny screens of thousands of new TV sets. It was largely as a result of this that the luxury of TV became a 
commercial reality. Rab Butler’s thoughtful “Let’s not rock the boat” strategy kept the Conservatives in power, as 
Churchill was replaced by the even less successful Anthony Eden, another politician well past his prime and 
suffering from serious ill-health. His nemesis was, of course the ‘Suez’ disaster. Following Abdul Nasser’s 
nationalisation of the Suez Canal, Britain, France and Israel attempted a military solution which was brought down 
by the USA, using subtle and underhand economic tactics. Eden departed, leaving the field to Macmillan whose 
political life blossomed, even as his private life collapsed, his wife Dorothy preferring the endearments of Lord 
Boothby.  

Harold Macmillan, though a typical product of Eton, Oxford and the Grenadier Guards, beautifully parodied by 
Peter Cook in ‘Beyond the Fringe’, turned out to be a surprisingly successful leader and the country flourished 
economically. It is hard for us to realise today that full employment could ever exist but it did then! Lose your job 
on Friday and you could well expect to find another on Monday! Great Britain led the World in shipbuilding and 
came second only to the USA in cars and aeronautics. Could we remember the ‘Comet’ for instance? (Yes, most of 
us could.) Then there was the ubiquitous Morris Minor, which still survives under the loving care of enthusiasts, the 
Jaguar and, of course the world-beating ‘Mini’ – designed by a Greek (Issigonis) but very much manufactured in 
Britain. The working man had money in his pocket, at last, and was well prepared to spend it – hoovers, mixers, 
washing machines, television sets abounded in thousands of households and this was the age of the Council House, 
something like 300,000 new houses being built each year under the tender loving supervision of Ernest Marples. 
(Today we struggle to build 100,000.) But it couldn’t last! 

First off all came competition from Germany and Japan whose economies took much longer to recover after the 
ravages of RAF and USAF bombing but whose industries were blessed by being equipped with brand new 
machinery, while our own factories relied on time-honoured equipment left over from the Industrial Revolution of 
the previous century. Secondly, and sadly, British management had become complacent – it was all too easy to 
suppose that good times would never end, but inevitably they did. Serious under-investment started the decline, 
driven by our Banks’ demands for short-term gain and all this coincided with the rise of ‘Youth Culture’ and of 
over-powerful Trade Unions. Thirdly, our prosperity was built almost entirely on ‘Coal’, a commodity which was 
eventually destined to run out (economically-speaking), as illustrated by the widespread closure of numerous small 
pits and the steady downturn in overall production from the 1950s onwards. This was certainly a fascinating and 
thought-provoking lecture which was followed by stimulating discussion on the position of women and the rights of 
minorities. It was a most satisfying meeting, made all the more so by the presence of several newcomers to our U3A 
ranks. 

)

)
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)

And Finally 

Don’t forget, articles for inclusion in the next issue of the Gazette should be sent to the 
Editor by 1st June 2017 

Welcome!to!the!new!members!who!have!joined!since!the!

Winter!issue!of!the!Gazette!(or!during!the!last!quarter)!

Lawrence!Porter!and!!Paul!&!Yvonne!Deacon!
 

  

  

Don’t)forget)if)you)are)booking)a)holiday)with)Riviera)Travel)to)mention)

your)membership)of)Cotgrave)U3A)at)the)time,)as)they)kindly)donate)10%)

of)the)cost)of)the)holiday)to)your)U3A.)

(Please!also!let!the!Treasurer,!Chris!Soar,!know!so!he!can!claim!the!money!back.)!


